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Pritchard & Loeb, Nature (2010) 



Surprises may signal new physics 



Example of New Physics (“venture capital”) 

•  Strong scattering of dark matter particles (~Thomson cross
-section/proton mass) mediated by a massive gauge-boson  

•  Excited states: exothermic 
•  Cores in dwarf galaxies; evaporation of low-mass halos

 (missing satellite problem, old globular clusters). 
Loeb & Weiner, Phys. Rev. Lett. (2011) 



The Visible Universe 

  z>5: most comoving volume (best
 statistical constraints on high k
-modes)  



Now is the best cosmic time for constraining
 observationally the initial conditions: 



         Cosmic Microwave Background (WMAP7) 

The polarization data indicates that the first stars must
 have formed <500 million years after the big bang, when
 the universe was only a few percent of its current age! 



Baryon Streaming Relative to Dark Matter 

•  Streaming of baryons relative to dark matter potential wells
 acts as an effective inhomogeneous sound speed  

•  Coherence scale of ~3 cMpc  >> Jeans scale at z~50 
Tseliakhovich & Hirata (2010) 



                         is significant only for  halos with           
 well below the HI cooling threshold of  

Stacy, Bromm, & Loeb (2011) Tseliakhovich, Barkana, & Hirata (2011) 



The First Dwarf Galaxies Formed at z~50 

molecular
 hydrogen in
 Jeans mass
 objects  

Yoshida et
 al. 2003 



Observing the Stars 



•  To produce one ionizing photon per baryon: 

•  To keep the IGM ionized by compensating
 for recombinations: 



Observed Growth of Mass in Stars  

~1% after 1 billion years 

one
 ionizing
 photon
 per atom        

13.7 billion years 

 Time 



Redshift Record of Observed Galaxies 
(one z~10 candidate, Bouwens et al., Nature 2011) 

Prediction from Barkana & Loeb (2000): 

Most SFR  at z>10 is in galaxies fainter than 1nJy!
 (AB>32.9 at 0.6-3.5 micron, ~10 x fainter than WFC3/IR sensitivity) 

HST WFC3/IR: ~140 galaxies at z~7-8  

VLT z-dropout
 Vanzella et al
 arXiv:1011.5500 

f_esc/C ionizing photons per baryon 







Launch date: 2018 

Mirror diameter: 6.5
 meter 

Material: beryllium 

18 segments 

Wavelength coverage:
 0.6-28 micron 

L2 orbit 



Will JWST Resolve Galaxies at z~10? 

(Wyithe & Loeb 2010) 



Extremely Large Telescopes (24-42 meters) 

•  GMT=Seven mirrors, each 8.4m in diameter 
•  TMT, EELT – segmented 30,42m aperture  



First Galaxies Were Strongly Clustered on
 Scales of up to ~100 comoving Mpc  

Collapse threshold 

  z=20 



First Galaxies Were Strongly Clustered on
 Scales of up to ~100 comoving Mpc  

Collapse threshold 

  z=10 

100 comoving Mpc 



Zahn et al. 2006 

Z=8.16 

Z=7.68 

Z=6.89 

HI Density 

Trac, Cen, & Loeb 2008 

T(z) 

x_HI(z) 

PopII/Pop III 



Bromm et al. (2009) 

The First Stars Are Predicted to Have Formed   
 ~100 Million Years After the Big Bang 

1000 light-years 15 light-years 



Population III Binaries 

Stacy, Greif, & Bromm 2009 Turk, Abel, & O’Shea 2009 



First Stars Had High Spin 

Stacy, Bromm, & Loeb (2010) 

Implications: rotational mixing, GRBs 

Chiappini et al., Nature (2011) 

Sr and Y abundance in eight ~12Gyr old  stars
 in NGC 6522 require a rotation speed  of 
 ~500 km/s (slow neutron capture is 10,000
 more effective than in non-rotating stars). 



Number of ionizing photons (>13.6eV)
 per baryon incorporated into stars: 

Massive, metal free stars 

Salpeter mass function 

Bromm, Kudritzki, & Loeb 2001, ApJ, 552, 464  

Metal free 



High mass
 (Pop-III) stars 

Low mass
 (Pop-I/II) stars 

Atomic cooling (CII, OI)  

Dust, molecules (CO)  

Milky-Way halo anemic stars: 

but: 



Enrichment of Primordial Gas with 
 Heavy Elements was Highly
 Inhomogeneous 

early enrichment 

late enrichment 

early enrichment 

 early Pop-III   late Pop-III   early Pop-III  

z = 2.34 



Low-Metallicity H II Regions with a  ~       K
 Ionizing Continuum  

Fosbury et al.
 (2003) 

z=3.357 

z=5.563 

Raiter et al.
 (2003) 



SN 2007bi – a Pair Instability Supernova
 in a Nearby Metal-Poor Dwarf Galaxy 

•  Nickel mass of  ~4-7         (ejecta mass of 100         ) ; kinetic energy of 
•  Dwarf  galaxy at z=0.128 with M_B=-16.3 mag, and 12+[O/H]=8.25 

Gal-Yam et al., Nature (arXiv:1001.1156 ) 



Collapse of  a Massive Star
 (accompanied by a supernova )  

Existing finder: Swift;   Proposed: JANUS, EXIST (high-z GRBs) 



A Bright Explosion 620 Million Years after the Big Bang  

z~8.3 



…and GRB 090429B at t=520 million years (z~9.4)  

Cucchiara et al. (2011) 



Observing the Diffuse Gas 



So far, the intergalactic hydrogen was mainly
 probed by quasar spectra 

Fan et al. 2005 



100% 

50% 
10% 

Nature (June 2011) 



wavelength: 21 cm 

Harvard connection: Theodore Lyman, Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin,
 Edward Purcell , George Field …  
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Spin Temperature 

excitation rate= (Lya & atomic collisions)+(radiative coupling to CMB) 
Couple            to       Couples           to  

Mapping the Cosmic Distribution of  



Observed wavelength distance 







(Pritchard & Loeb, Phys. Rev. D, 2010) 

The Global 21-cm Signal 



The EDGES Experiment 



Foregrounds 

Liu & Tegmark (2011) 



Bowman &
 Rogers
 2010 

68% 

95% 

Reionization Was Not Abrupt! 



absorption 

emission 

ionization
 fraction 

temperatures 

(Pritchard & Loeb, Phys. Rev. D, 2008) 

21-cm Tomography throughout Cosmic History 



Line-of-Sight Anisotropy of 21cm Flux Fluctuations 

terms allow separation of powers 
Barkana & Loeb 2004; see also Bharadwaj & Ali 2004 

Peculiar velocity changes  

 Power spectrum is not isotropic   (“Kaiser effect”) 

observer 



Murchison Wide-Field Array:  21cm
 emission from diffuse hydrogen at z=6.5-15 

•  4mx4m tiles of 16 dipole antennae, 80-300MHz 
•  128 antenna tiles with total collecting area 2000 sq.m. at

 150MHz across a 1.5km area; few arcmin resolution 





Separating the Physics from the Astrophysics 



Testing gravity: measuring the
 gravitational growth of
 perturbations on small scales
 (not probed so far) which are
 still in the linear regime at
 high redshifts (1<z<15) 



When Was the Universe Ionized? 

•  Based on Lya forest at z<6 and CMB data 
Pritchard, Loeb, & Wyithe, arXiv:0908.3891 



   Intensity Mapping of Other Lines                             
 (without resolving individual galaxies) 



Other Emission Lines from Galaxies 



Herschel Spectra 







Cross-Correlation of Different Lines Removes
 Contamination from Other Redshifts 

Visbal & Loeb (JCAP, 11, 1016, 2010); Visbal, Trac, & Loeb (2011) 



•  Simulations 



Cross Correlating CO (galaxies) and 21-cm (HI) 

size of ionized
 bubble  

Lidz et al. (2011) 



The Next Decade Promises to  be Exciting! 

•  Large-aperture infrared telescopes and radio
 arrays will image galaxies and the diffuse cosmic
 gas during the epoch of reionization. 21-cm
 brightness fluctuations are expected to be anti
-correlated with infrared galaxies during
 reionization and correlated after reionization. 

•  Adequate simulations of reionization are starting
 to employ sufficiently large (>100Mpc) boxes
 with the necessary spatial resolution to properly
 identify  the ionizing sources.  



Open Problems 
•  Did massive Pop-III stars contribute significantly to reionization

 and the 21-cm signal? 
•  Were the earliest X-ray sources dominated by IC cooling of SNe e

-or High-Mass X-ray binaries or massive black holes? 
 Simulations of inhomogeneous X-ray heating are needed. 

•  How important was  the opacity and evaporation of minihalos
 below the gas cooling threshold? Simulations are needed. 

•  Are there radio-loud sources for detecting the 21-cm forest in
 absorption at z~10? 

•  Is there an efficient algorithm for removing foreground of  the
 global signal (not throwing the baby with the bath-tub water). In
 particular, taking advance of the foreground dependence on sky
 coordinates. 

•  What are the prospects for observatories of the post-reionization
 signal to constrain w(z)? None funded so far.  

•   What are the signatures of exotic heating sources: dark matter
 annihilation, cosmic strings, etc. ? 







Baryonic Acoustic Oscillations from
 CO(1-0,2-1) Intensity Mapping at z~2 

Visbal, Eisenstein, Loeb, & Kovac 2011 



Minimum Halo Mass of Galaxies 

Munoz & Loeb, arXiv:1010.2260 



The initial
 conditions of the
 Universe can be
 summarized on a

 single sheet of
 paper… 



Munoz, Trac, & Loeb 2009 



Imprints of inhomogeneous reionization: 

•  The minimum virial temperature of galaxies was
 increased up to ~100,000K inside ionized regions 

•  Change in the clustering of galaxies (Babich &
 Loeb 2006; Wyithe & Loeb 2007) and the star
 formation rate density (Barkana & Loeb 2000) 



Cooling Rate of Primordial Gas  

n=0.045 cm^-3 

Atomic
 cooling 

H_2
 cooling 



23.5pc 0.5pc 

Bromm & Loeb,
 astro-ph/0312456 

Resolving
 accretion
 flow down
 to ~0.03 pc 

Final stellar mass is feedback limited (radiation, wind) 



Probing Reionization with MW Satellites 

Munoz, Madau, Loeb & Diemand 2009 



•  Terrestrial: radio broadcasting 
•  Galactic synchrotron emission  
•  Extragalactic: radio sources 



21cm Cosmology After
 Reionization? 

Damped Lya absorbers: 

 on 10cMpc 

Acoustic peak: constrain dark energy at 0<z<15 

z=5 z=3.5 

Wyithe & Loeb 2007 



Acoustic Oscillations 

•  Correlation across the radiation sound horizon, left over from
 coupling of gas to CMB at z>1000. 

•  Standard ruler- sensitive probe to contribution from dark energy at
 redshifts 0-200  

Inflation: t=0 

Gas is freed to fall into dark matter
 potential fluctuations at z~1000 

Wyithe & Loeb 2007; Barkana & Loeb 2005 



How do massive stars end their life? 

Heger et al. 2003 

Pair
-instability
 Supernova 



The Initial Mass Function of Stars 
Populations I/II 

Populations III:  

Bastian
 et al.
 (2010) 

with CMB temperature floor 



But associated DLAs hide Lya
 absorption from the IGM… 
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excitation rate= (Lya & atomic collisions)+(radiative coupling to CMB) 
Couple            to       Couples           to  

Mapping the Cosmic Distribution of  



2010 



Broderick & Loeb 2005 





Very Long Baseline Interferometry
 (VLBI) at sub-millimeter wavelengths 



SN1979C: Possible Birth of a Black Hole 

•  SN IIL, 20       progenitor in M100  
•  Steady X-ray luminosity near the Eddington

 limit of a 5-10       black hole 
Patnaude, Loeb, & Jones 2010 

 SN1979C 



Evidence for a Low-Spin BH in SgrA* 

Broderick, Fish,
 Doeleman &
 Loeb 2010 



EM Counterpart of LISA Sources:
 Tidal Disruption of Stars 

(Stone & Loeb 2010) 

“loss cone” filled by GW recoil 



Stellar mass seed requires ~billion years to
 grow to an SDSS quasar (              ) 

…But a billion year is the Hubble time at z~6, and
 feedback from star formation and quasar activity as well
 as BH kicks are likely to suppress continuous accretion… 

Maximum (Eddington) luminosity is
 proportional to black hole mass M 



Black Hole Recoil 

(Blecha & Loeb 2009) (Centrella et al.   2007) 

Physics Astrophysics 



21cm Cosmology After
 Reionization? 

Damped Lya absorbers: 

 on 10cMpc 

Acoustic peak: constrain dark energy at 0<z<15 

z=5 z=3.5 

Wyithe & Loeb 2007 


